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OVERVIEW

Paradise in a world of its own
Shangri-La's Villingili Resort & Spa is the definition of luxury, a place where all experiences
are tailored to suit your passions.
Retreat in style in one of the private villas perched atop the emerald green jungle or strung
along the turquoise shoreline. The luxury of space makes them the perfect haven for couples
and families alike. The Island Hosts cater to every desire, ensuring each experience at the
resort is personal.
The resort has three restaurants, each with a distinct vibe, serving cuisine to suit all tastes. For
the more adventurous, enjoy a lunch or dinner served on board a luxury yacht, or a romantic
meal in the jungle, as part of the resort’s Dine by Design programme.
Enjoy an extensive range of activities both on land and at sea. Indulge in tranquillity at CHI,
The Spa, explore the luscious tropical forest, play a round at the only 9-hole golf course in
the Maldives or dive into an aquatic playground of water sport activities.
The clocks are set one hour ahead on the island so that guests can enjoy an additional hour of
daylight – just enough time to relax with a sundowner at M Lounge to the sound of chilled
beats.
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ABOUT ADDU ATOLL
The brightest gem in the sparkling waters of the Indian Ocean, Villingili Island is a haven for
those seeking their own Shangri-La.
Nestled in the sheltered waters of the southernmost atoll in the archipelago of the Republic of
Maldives is Shangri-La’s Villingili Resort & Spa, Maldives. This is the first luxury resort in
Addu Atoll (also known as Seenu Atoll). Addu is located approximately 478 kilometres
south of the Maldivian capital, Malé.
Comprising seven inhabited and about 20 uninhabited islands, Addu Atoll extends the islands
of the Maldives to the southern hemisphere, crossing the equator, with Shangri-La's Villingili
Resort & Spa, Maldives being the first luxury resort in this location. The heart-shaped atoll is
about 18 kilometres wide and 15 kilometres long. The atoll has some of the biggest islands in
the Maldives and has a stunning coral reef formation that is the largest in the country.

On the western side of the atoll, causeways connect the islands of Gan, Feydhoo, MaradhooFeydhoo, Maradhoo and Hithadhoo, making this the largest land mass in the country and the
only other region of the Maldives other than Male to have road traffic. Unspoiled Maldivian
villages and local coffee shops along this 17-kilometre route provide an authentic setting to
explore the fascinating lifestyle and culture of the real Maldives.
Historically, Addu Atoll was a major military base for the British Army until the Maldives
gained its independence in 1965. The islands of Addu Atoll were home to British soldiers
serving in the British Army for many years. The British airbase on Gan during the second
world war, and later from 1956 to 1976, left behind a concrete runway, an industrial estate, a
holiday village and a sizeable local population educated in English as a result of working for
the Royal Air Force.
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VILLAS
An elite private hideaway surrounded by extraordinary beauty
Shangri-La's Villingili Resort & Spa, Maldives offers a total of 132 villas. From private
ocean retreats to tropical tree houses with panoramic views, resort accommodation features
six distinct styles of villa and two presidential villas. The villas are a minimum of 133 sq. m
in size, whilst the two presidential villas are a sprawling 957 sq. m.

Categories
Pool Villa
Deluxe Pool Villas
Beach Villa
Water Villas
Ocean View Tree House Villas
Two-Bedroom Beach Villas
Villa Muthee
Villa Laalu

Villas
15
13
16
60
16
10
1
1

Area (sq m)
133
189
189
166
218
224
570
957

All villas feature both indoor and outdoor showers, luxurious oval bathtubs and exquisitely
designed silver Jali influenced “his and hers” vanity counters.
Each villa is equipped with a 40-inch flat-screen television, Bose DVD player, iPod docking
station and espresso coffee machine. The rooms are infused with elements of the Middle East
and touches of India with warm earthy tones and soothing turquoise accessories. All the
furniture is custom-made and selected to complement the villa’s interior and artwork.

Pool Villas
The 133 sq. m pool villas overlook the resort’s lush
vegetation, and feature their own private pool, terrace and
open-air shower. Guests at these intimate pool villas can
enjoy ocean views from the comfort of their bed or relax on
a day bed on the balcony.
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Deluxe Pool Villas
Located in sumptuous tranquillity on Villingili
Island, all thirteen Deluxe Pool Villas have their
own spacious garden and intimate coral beachfront,
offering unbeatable seclusion and second-to-none
privacy. Guests can enjoy the stunning views of the
gentle rolling ocean from their own infinity pool
and wooden sun deck. The bedroom and bathroom
look out to the sea, while the spacious patio
features outdoor furniture designed for dining under
the stars.

Beach Villas
Offering complete isolation, the resort’s sixteen
Beach Villas are located along Villingili’s powdery
white shoreline. Guests enter through a novel
thatched gate that leads through landscaped gardens
to the villa’s rustic timber door. Sprawled out
across two separate pavilions, with the living area
on one side and the bedroom on the other, these
189 sq. m villas ooze space. Ideal for families and
couples alike, each villa has its own private infinity
pool and wooden sundeck.

Water Villas
Built on stilts in the resort’s secluded lagoon are 60
delightful Water Villas. Access to them is via a
timber walkway suspended over Villingili’s azure
waters. The 166 sq. m villas give the illusion of
being completely open to the elements with very
few walls and glass partitions allowing for
unobstructed views. Guests can relax on the private
terrace that leads to the water front or lounge in a
hammock rocked by a cool sea breeze.
The private nature of these villas means that guests are able to shower outdoors and soak
themselves in the oversized oval bath tub, completely uninhibited.
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Ocean View Tree House Villas
Reminiscent of the Swiss Family Robinson’s jungle
hideaway, Villingili Island’s Ocean View Tree House
Villas appear as though suspended amidst dense
vegetation. Perched high above ground, the villas
offer panoramic views of the sparkling surf, languid
lagoons and verdant vegetation, home to colourful
indigenous bird life. Guests can enjoy an unrivalled
sense of privacy as they relax amid the treetops.
Each Tree House Villa has its own infinity plunge
pool and a wooden sun deck for al fresco dining.

Two-Bedroom Beach Villas
These luxurious and tastefully decorated villas are
located beside each other, making them ideal for
families or travel companions wanting privacy as
well as proximity. At 224 sq. m. each, the twobedroom beach villas are set on beautiful grounds
and share a large patio complete with infinity pool.

Villa Muthee
The only one of its kind at Shangri-La's Villingili
Resort & Spa, Maldives, Villa Muthee, meaning
“pearl” in the local Dhivehi language, is a place of
unrivalled peace and tranquillity. This spacious
presidential villa covers 570 sq. m and features an
airy living room decorated with Asian and Eastern
influences such as Lipao teak with mother-of-pearl
accents.
Housed in a self-contained entertainment pavilion
fronted by a 16-metre pool, it also has an outdoor dining pavilion where guests can enjoy a
choice selection from the extensive dinner and drinks menu as the sunsets.
Relaxation can also be found in Villa Muthee’s own spa pavilion. After a calming massage,
guests can soak in the round bathtub that is the centrepiece of the spacious bathroom with its
own walk-in wardrobe, dressing area and “his and hers” vanity counters.
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Villa Laalu
Offering the best in lifestyle features for discerning
guests and VIPs, Villa Laalu is the ultimate luxury
resort experience at Shangri-La's Villingili Resort &
Spa, Maldives. Spacious, stylish and thoughtfully
designed to create a lavish getaway, this presidential
beach villa is the jewel in the resort's crown.
Laalu means “diamond” in the local Dhivehi language,
and Villa Laalu features the choicest amenities and accessories. Measuring a generous 957 sq. m.,
Villa Laalu is a gem of a place in which to stay. Carefully selected artworks are on display
throughout this exquisite villa together with precious, high-end Asian artefacts, sculptures and urns
from Indonesia, Sri Lanka and Thailand.
The villa features two large bedrooms with high ceilings, an extensive garden and amenities to suit
the needs of the most discerning guests. Round-the-clock in-villa dining can be enjoyed in the
living room with timber-decked verandas, or in the air-conditioned or alfresco dining pavilions.
The tastefully appointed master bathroom brings the outdoors in, accented by a luxurious tub for
two raised off the floor on textured stone with an adjacent cascading water feature.
A spa pavilion set amidst the greenery means spa treatments can be enjoyed in the privacy of the
villa. There is an outdoor designer shower with body jets, a sauna and a gym with its own private
courtyard and garden, an inspiring study room that faces the ocean and a bedroom for personal
staff. A personal villa host is on hand 24/7 to attend to any requests.
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RESTAURANTS AND BARS
Dr. Ali's Restaurant and Bar
A memorable culinary journey
This exceptional restaurant laden with Eastern
sophistication pays tribute to a much-loved
Maldivian doctor called Dr. Ali who delighted
everyone with his wonderfully woven nature stories
and enticing recipes. From 1850 to 1900, he
travelled across East Asia and the Middle East as a
seafarer aboard the Yahumbarra. His journeys took
him to many destinations such as Egypt, Jordan, the
Indian Peninsula, Burma, South China and Vietnam,
where he collected exotic ingredients from his
encounters with other travellers, and before long, these herbs and spices were fused creatively
into his delicious, magical recipes.
Today, every dish at Dr. Ali’s Restaurant pays tribute to the mouth-watering legacy of this
local legend. The cuisine is simple, fresh and innovative – and the first of its kind in the
Maldives. Drawing on the country’s strategic location at the crossing points of the Indian
Ocean, the South China Sea and the Arabian Gulf, the venue's three distinctive living rooms
reflect the sumptuous eclectic cultures and cuisines of these regions. The authentic flavours,
colours and aromas of the curries and tandoori dishes from the Indian Ocean menu truly
capture the spirit of the finest regional fare. Sample the delights of Shangri-La’s signature
Cantonese cuisine and tangy Vietnamese favourites, masterfully prepared and presented in
elegant oriental settings. When it comes to Middle Eastern gastronomy, you can feast on
tagines, kebabs, pita bread and numerous Lebanese dips.
More of the marvellous Dr. Ali's magical secrets can
be discovered in the Arabian Gulf living room,
where the culinary emphasis is on Lebanese cuisine
as well as quintessential dishes from the entire
Middle East region such as hummus, salads, tagine,
kebabs and saj.
The dining pavilions in Dr. Ali's are decorated
throughout with special artworks and nostalgic
artefacts with historical significance to the Maldives
– from old nautical instruments such as sextants dating from the spice trade route era, to local
herbal etchings and foliage collections.
The restaurant’s architecture is inspired by Dr Ali`s mansion and adorned with ancient
furniture from his house. Dining here is a truly memorable experience, a feast for the senses
and an invitation to discover culinary wonders in an intimate, warm atmosphere.
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Javvu Restaurant
World cuisine in scenic settings
For that feeling of dining in the elements, Javvu
Restaurant is ideally located. Set across two
pavilions, it has a fresh and sophisticated
atmosphere. A large glass front, seven-metre high
ceilings, natural open rafters and decorative
pendant lights help imbue Javvu with a light and
airy ambience.
For a casual midday gourmet experience, the lunch menu features imaginative dishes from
around the world, created to suit the most discerning palates, including the health-conscious.
The tantalizing Western menu served in the evening brings together delectable ingredients
such as prime Wagyu beef and the freshest seafood.
There is a contemporary, welcoming feel and the emphasis in Javvu is on relaxed and stylish
surroundings. Located close to the ocean, diners sit on leather woven white seats and blue,
red and gold accented throw pillows.
Fashala Restaurant and Lounge
Experience the ocean’s best at the edge
Fashala is aptly named after the local Dhivehi word for “the
edge” because of its location at the northern peak of the island.
The decor at Fashala Lounge is contemporary, relaxed and
understated. A temple to the sea, Fashala has soaring views of
the ocean.
Local produce from the surrounding waters and neighbouring
farms are at the centre of Fashala’s Mediterranean-inspired
recipes. Local ingredients such as Maldivian lobster, juicy
mangoes and papayas, hand-picked eggplant, herbs and chillies
are ingeniously blended to create a memorable dining
experience. The resort’s sommelier is on hand to find the
perfect wine pairing for a truly spoiling gastronomic
experience.
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Manzaru Bar
A sophisticated tropical escape
Meaning “view” in the local Dhivehi language,
Manzaru offers an elegant setting and relaxing
music, making it the perfect place for sunset
moments and evening cocktails.
Exposed rafters and a limestone wall with intricate
motifs pertaining to the local region give the venue
a chic, contemporary feel. Swaying palm trees cast
their shadows on stone columns, and colonial lounge furniture adds to the tropical ambience.
A collection of cosmopolitan cocktails, handpicked wines from around the globe and a wide
selection of beers complete the dining experience, making Manzaru the ideal spot for taking
in the stunning views of the Indian Ocean in the evening.
M-Lounge
Dazzling sunsets at an evening hotspot
M-Lounge is a trendy beachfront venue which comes
alive as the sun sets on the beautiful crystalline waters.
Its contemporary and sleek white design creates a
casual, chic environment right on the beach, making the
venue the perfect setting for enjoying the lush green
island environment and turquoise waters of the lagoon.
M-Lounge's laid back atmosphere invites you to relax or
dance while listening to the DJ's upbeat house and other
dance music.
Beautifully located along the coastline, M-Lounge is the perfect spot for enjoying sundowners and
late-night cocktails, as well as wine and Champagne.

Endheri Pool Bar
A relaxing al fresco poolside scene
The heart of the resort, the Endheri Pool Bar is a
stylish spot offering guests cool refreshments in a
comfortable atmosphere. Located on the beach,
Endheri is the perfect place for complete relaxation
just steps away from the ocean.
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DINE BY DESIGN
In addition to the six restaurants, bars and lounges on Villingili, the resort’s expert chefs can
also create special meals to be served in rather unusual locations as part of the bespoke “Dine
by Design” service. From lunch on the equator aboard a luxury yacht, to dining in the jungle
by torchlight, memorable dining experiences on Villingili come in every form imaginable.
Dinner in the Jungle
Guests are led by torch light deep into the jungle until they
reach a clearing where perfectly adorned tables are
lavishly laid out for dinner. Serenaded by the chirping
sounds of mysterious night life and the sizzle of the BBQ,
guests can enjoy Maldivian inspired cuisine in complete
tranquillity against a backdrop of lush vegetation.

In Villa BBQ
Guests can feel at home as they enjoy a barbecue in the
privacy of their own villa. On the menu is a selection of
fresh fish, seafood and prime meats expertly prepared and
cooked by one of the resort’s chefs. This offer is only
available to guests staying in one of the resort’s Beach
Villas.

In-Villa Romantic Dinner
Guests can enjoy a romantic dinner with their loved one in
the privacy of their own villa, be it on the deck of the
Water Villa facing the Indian Ocean, in the private garden
of the Tree House Villa or on the beach facing the lagoon,
with feet in the sand. Guests can select their preferred
menu and atmosphere and the team will organise the
perfect evening.
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Dinner on a Luxury Yacht
There are few moments as mesmerising as watching
a tropical sunset out on the open sea and when the
venue is a sublime, 21-metre yacht, it becomes the
stuff that dreams are made of.
The resort’
spectacular yacht will pick up guests in the early
evening for pre-dinner cocktails and appetisers on the
bow. Their butler for the evening will then escort
them to the elegant dining room for a gourmet dinner
- the menu for which they will have selected
previously - accompanied with fine wines and digestifs.
Spa Dinner
More than just a meal, this experience engages all
five senses. Guests can enjoy the aroma of blended
herbs whilst savouring a healthy four-course dinner
that is rich in antioxidants, vitamins and minerals,
purposely designed to restore balance and harmony.
This atmospheric dinner is served by candle light in
CHI, The Spa.

Chef’s Garden Dinner
Dine amid the wafting aromas of lemon grass, sweet
basil and mint at the resort’s Chef’s Garden. This
culinary journey starts with a stroll in the garden
accompanied by the Executive Chef. After hand
picking a selection of vegetables, an aperitif can be
enjoyed while the chef prepares a creative dinner and
unveils insightful culinary tips. In the intimacy of the
garden, guests dine on a four-course menu featuring
the best of local products including fresh catch of the
day and their pick from the garden for an entertaining and innovative dining experience.
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Lunch on the Equator
As far as lunch venues go, they do not come more
exotic or unusual than zero degrees latitude. The
resort’s luxury yacht “Horizon” departs from the
resort’s marina. Breakfast will be served on board
and the “trip to zero” might involve a little fishing or
sunbathing on deck. On reaching the equator just
before midday, the exquisite epicurean lunch will be
prepared in the yacht’s galley.
Jungle Lagoon Dinner
A table set only for the guests in the midst of the
green lagoon’s tranquil waters, with swaying palm
trees, chirping nightlife and thousands of stars
glistening in the Maldivian sky as the only
spectators. The Jungle Lagoon dinner is the latest
addition to the selected Dine by Design concepts and
is certainly a one-of-a-kind dinner location for
romantics-at-heart and those who appreciate being
surrounded by Villingili’s soothing nature.
Mount Villingili Dinner
There is no other place in the Maldives closer to the
clouds than Mount Villingili’s peak. Guests can
surprise their loved one with a romantic dinner at the
highest point in the Maldives, next to the rolling
waves of the Indian Ocean or create unique
memories with friends and family. A three-course
barbecue is prepared by a personal chef accompanied
by cocktails or a wine of choice.
Golf Course Barbecue Pit
The barbecue pit at the most southern tip of Villingili
Island, nestled amid the serene surroundings of the
golf course, offers panoramic views. The barbecue
pit is the ideal setting for a relaxed and rustic sunset
meal with family and friends.
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CHI, THE SPA
Spanning over 16,700 sq. m., the secluded sanctuary is its own
spa village within the resort. Eleven spacious treatment villas
offer the CHI signature “spa within a spa” concept, featuring
private treatment rooms, lounging areas, steam rooms, outdoor
gardens and bathing facilities along with two meditation pavilions
and a yoga pavilion with views overlooking the Indian Ocean.
The spa village is surrounded by the island’s own dense
vegetation, which sets it apart from many of the other Maldivian
resort islands.
Five of the villas are designed for couples, including the CHI
Villa, which is dedicated to offer the Himalyan Tsangpo Ritual, a
signature bathing and cleansing ritual using ingredients based on
the Sowa Rigpa, the 1,500-year-old Himalayan healing tradition.
The ritual takes place in a specially designed heated wet room
inspired by the enveloping warmth of Himalayan mountain caves
and the refreshing waters of high altitude rivers.
The extensive CHI menu features signature therapies like the
Himalayan Healing Stone Massage and the Mountain Tsampa
Rub based on the ancient healing traditions of the mystical
Himalayan region, while in the Maldives, natural indigenous
ingredients and products like coconut and cowrie shells feature in
a number of exclusive therapies highlighting the local culture of
the islands.
The Maldives was once a source for the money cowrie shell, which was a prized form of
currency along the ancient marine trade routes. Drawing inspiration from these treasures
found in the waters surrounding the Maldives, the Kandu Boli Ritual is a body and face
massage in which larger tiger cowrie shells are used to apply pressure. The treatment finishes
with warm coconut oil drizzled through the hair followed by a soothing scalp massage.
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RECREATION
Shangri-La's Villingili Resort & Spa offers an array of activities. On
land, guests can walk or jog through the resort’s jungle, dive into
lagoons or play a round at the only 9-hole golf course in the Maldives.
Off shore, an aquatic playground of wave-surfing, kayaking, sailing
and “snorkel gardens” awaits. For diving enthusiast, there are more
than 25 dive sites teeming with marine life, including year-round
manta ray. There is also the dramatic 140-metre British Loyalty
shipwreck for experienced divers to explore.

Guests are in for a thrill with the country’s first golf course. The
Villingili Golf Course is nestled on seven and a half hectares of land at
the southern end of Villingili Island, where spectacular sights await.
Designed as a fun, recreational golf course for aficionados and
beginners alike, it was developed in keeping with the island’s natural
beauty.
The resort offers a well-equipped gym and fitness centre, a sea sports
and dive centre, and tennis courts. In addition, guests can shop at the
resort’s four boutiques selling chic resort wear, exquisite keepsakes
and unique jewellery.
The children’s Cool Zone provides a lively place for active children below the age of 12
years old to spend their time with complimentary fun-filled activities from nature treks with
local naturalist to cooking classes and pirate adventures.
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ECO CENTRE
The Shangri-La Eco Centre is a place to discover and educate
in an interactive and lively atmosphere. Guests gain an
in-depth understanding of the conservation work carried out at
the resort and how they can support this.
Marine biologists give fascinating talks on the island's nature
trails and beautiful dive sites where coral reefs swarm with
exotic fish. Guests can pick up an underwater map and discover
all the Addu Atoll’s best kept secrets including the resort’s
“snorkel gardens” which have been specially created by the
resort’s marine biologists. Located close to the shoreline, these
gardens thrive with colourful underwater life and are perfect for
less experienced swimmers and children.
Guests can learn about the areas different types of coral - from wide reef tops covered with
live Acrophora corals to long branching staghorn coral and table corals – many of which
escaped the widespread coral bleaching in 1998.

Guests can learn about marine life, including manta ray - which can be seen year round - reef
sharks, green turtles, eagle rays and lobsters and many species of reef fish before swimming
with them in and around Villingili's clear blue waters.
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WEDDING BLESSING CEREMONIES

Shangri-La’s Villingili Resort & Spa is a haven for couples whether they want an
unforgettable honeymoon, a romantic blessing in a tropical setting or a special anniversary.
The resort’s dedicated wedding planner can turn dreams into reality and create memories to
mark any romantic occasion.
The resort offers five wondrous wedding locations from magical ceremonies beneath centuryold banyan trees and barefoot celebrations on the beach to underwater nuptials and vows
aboard a luxury sailing yacht. Tailored to suit guests of all backgrounds, different cultural
themes are also available including Chinese, Indian, Maldivian, Arabic, Japanese and
Western.
Full-day wedding packages include a ceremony master, a candlelit dinner for two, a couple’s
spa treatment, flower arrangements, and a professional photo shoot. Additional services are
available upon request.
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts has unified all initiatives within five key areas of corporate
social responsibility (CSR), namely the environment, employees and community, supply
chain, health and safety, and stakeholder relations, under the umbrella brand of
“sustainability.” This campaign aims to help educate its stakeholders, inspire and engage its
employees, enjoin its business partners and align with local community initiatives so that
CSR can be used as a platform for social development.
Shangri-La’s Mission Statement
We envision a community of responsible and educated citizens who are environmentally
conscious, practice social responsibility in their daily lives and inspire others to do the same.
We commit to operating in an economically, socially and environmentally responsible
manner whilst balancing the interests of diverse stakeholders. We strive to be a leader in
corporate citizenship and sustainable development, caring for our employees and customers,
seeking to enrich the quality of life for the communities in which we do business and serving
as good stewards of society and the environment.

Initiatives
Green Construction
As part of our commitment to mitigate impacts on the environment, several initiatives were
carried out at the construction stage, including:
Solar panels: placed on the roofs of all guest villas, the solar panels help heat water inside the
villa.
Insulation material: allows cooled air to be kept in and prevents
heat gain, therefore reducing the necessity of air conditioning.
Micro switches: when doors and windows are left open, micro
switches automatically turn off the air conditioning system.
Water bottling plant: with the investment of reusable glass
bottles and a fully equipped bottling plant, the resort has
reduced its consumption of plastic bottles of about 240,000 a
year.
Coral reef monitoring: A marine specialist monitored the reef
and relocated corals that could have been damaged by
construction work in an attempt to protect marine life.
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Education: A Flavour of Hospitality Industry
The opening of Shangri-La’s Villingili Resort & Spa, Maldives as the first luxury resort in
Addu Atoll is a dream come true for the people of Addu and an inspiration for youngsters.
On a regular basis, the resort invites local students to the resort and introduces them to the
hospitality industry. The familiarisation includes a resort tour as well as presentations from
the different department heads, and offers a good opportunity for students to explore
possibilities for a future career at the resort.
Celebration of Local Culture
As part of its initiatives to contribute to the development of local communities, the resort
implemented a weekly local market at the resort celebrating the local culture. While guests
can learn about local customs and artefacts, local women have the opportunity to sell
handmade souvenirs and enhance their lives. In addition, a dance group composed of the
resort’s employees performs a local cultural dance called “Bodu Beru” every week at the
resort’s management cocktail reception.
Local Coconut Oil
CHI, The Spa has designed an indigenous treatment making use of the treasures found in the
Maldives, including the virgin coconut oil specially made by a local community near
Villingili. As a result, guests can enjoy the many benefits of the freshly harvested and
pressed Maldivian coconuts while the resort supports the local community with business
opportunities.
Local Products for a carbon-free environment
Since its opening, the resort has established strong relationships with local fishermen and
farmers here on the atoll. An agreement was signed with the Foundation of Meedhoo
Development, a neighbouring local island, committing to purchase local fruits and
vegetables. This initiative aims to contribute to the economic development of the local
community, minimise the release of carbon that results from flying in produce from all over
the world and offer guests fresh quality produce.
Eco Activities
As part of the its commitment to environmental awareness, the resort regularly organises
“environment days” involving employees, guests and the community in green activities such
as beach, land and reef cleaning.
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Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts
Hong Kong-based Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts currently owns and/or manages 98 hotels
under the Shangri-La brand with a room inventory of over 40,000. Shangri-La hotels are
five-star deluxe properties featuring extensive luxury facilities and services. Shangri-La
hotels are located in Australia, Canada, mainland China, Fiji, France, Hong Kong, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Maldives, Mauritius, Mongolia, Myanmar, Philippines, Qatar,
Singapore, Sultanate of Oman, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates and the
United Kingdom. The group has a substantial development pipeline with upcoming projects
in mainland China, Cambodia, Hong Kong, India, Malaysia, Myanmar, Saudi Arabia and Sri
Lanka.

Press contact:
Marilyne Morin
Director of Communications
Tel (971 4) 405 2939
E-mail: marilyne.morin@shangri-la.com
For digitised pictures of the hotel, please go to:
http://www.shangri-la.com/male/villingiliresort/press-room/photo-library/
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